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About This Game

Blast your way through several enemy waves.

Strike at enemy formations prioritizing targets depending on the situation.

Rip them to pieces using an arsenal of powerful and versatile weapons.

Focus and put your reflexes to the test dodging a fire storm of enemy projectiles.

Destroy challenging Bosses to achieve victory.

ARSENAL

Primary Weapon Types

  Plasma Spread Fire

  Vulcan
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  Laser Lance

Core Weapon Types

  Laser Beam

  Phaser Beam (The Phaser Beam can pass through and hit multiple enemies in a row.When the Phaser beam is charged
it delivers double damage and can also pass through any obstacle )

  Gamma Lightning

Missile Types

  Dumbfire Missiles(starting weapon)

  Seeking Missiles

  Assault Missiles

  Frag Missiles

HOW TO PLAY

  Push the 'Fire' button to Fire all Weapons. Hold the 'Fire' button for charged Core Weapon Fire.
  Hold the 'FreeAim' button and move the spaceship to aim toward the direction the spaceship is moving. Release the 'FreeAim'

button to Lock the Core Weapon Fire direction.
  Hold the 'Focus' button to reduce the spaceship movement speed. This is useful for dodging enemy bullets in certain situations.

  The only vulnerable spot of the player spaceship is the green core.
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I play a lot of shoot em ups and I must say that I am not particularly charmed by this one. It is very difficult but in a way that
seems not the player faults. Just Bullet curtains and a very unwieldy rotating aim-able weapon. I'm going to give it more time
and see if something opens up. it is such an affordable title as well I'd feel silly playing it. I know this is not supposed to be
Rolling Gunner or Dodonpaichi but it could use some balancing and tweaking. Nonetheless I respect the effort and want to
support shoot em ups so developers such as these can further refine their process and provide better products in the future.
Admirable effort and certainly a challenge for those looking for it.
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